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“Not sure what this thing is, but it’s not a sentient being, its headed       
for Earth, and we’re all that stands in its way!  Fire all phasers!” 



 

Away Missions 
    

Social Distancing has required us to find creative new ways to socialize with each other, and 

sadly, there were no Away Missions per se, other than virtual. 

We have been getting together in small chat groups to watch “Svengoolie” movies on MeTV, 

and it’s fun riffing the movies. 

Mo and John (CMO and XO) "hosted” our first Zoom meeting on June 20th.  Over half the 

crew members got together virtually for over 2 hours on a variety of topics, starting out with 

all of us connecting as we emerge from lockdown.  It was fun and we hope to continue other 

meetings like this. 

Mo and John also had Trevor Blaner (Mo’s son) and Sakira Sprecher (Mo’s son’s girlfriend) 

over on the 4th of July for dinner. Since we’re all ship members, we declared it a “ship 

event.”  And later that evening I got to experience the “bombs bursting in air” (which went on 

most of the night) while trying to drag an unhappy Sissy around the neighborhood. 

 

Stellar Events 

Welcome to New Members: 

Olivia Rose Allan 

John Price 

And congratulations to both of them for being promoted! 

Olivia Allan, promoted to Lieutenant Commander  

John Price, promoted to Ensign 

Birthdays to celebrate this quarter: 

John Lee    August 15 

Maggie Restivo   September 2 

Thor Halvorsen   September 6 

Geoffrey Burns   September 15 

 

 

Upcoming Away Missions 

August 29  Commissioning Ceremony and Cookout at John and Mo’s house, 

   Frederick, MD  (Note: this event may be online, depending on COVID 

   restrictions.) - TBD  

 



 The last edition 

of the Commu-

niqué had a 

wonderful    

article written 

about Katherine 

Johnson, from 

the crew of USS Katherine Johnson. It was a  

pleasant surprise to find out a few facts about her 

that I didn’t know.  

     When Hidden Figures debuted to theaters, it was 

released at the AMC Towne Center 24 theater in 

Hampton before anywhere else. As I always end up 

attending movies alone, I found a seat near the 

front in a very packed theater. I didn’t know how 

lucky I was about to be.  

     At the time, there hadn’t been much news     

coverage about the ladies and the film, so I didn’t 

know what Dr. Johnson looked like in real life. 

When the movie ended, the elderly lady seated next 

to me exclaimed, “Oh what a nice story!” I shall 

forever go to my grave knowing I was seated next 

to that special lady and just didn’t realize it.  

In today’s NASA, everyone knows the Space   

Center in Alabama, the launch pad in Florida, and 

the Mission Control center in Texas. But these   

locations are not where America’s start into space 

truly began. 

     If you’ve seen the movie, you know the events 

take place in Hampton, VA at NASA Langley            

 

    Research Center. The Center, the oldest operat-

ing facility NASA has, had a full Open House 

event in 2017 for its 100th birthday. All the his-

tory-making events that put America into space 

were pioneered at NASA Langley, including the 

incredible work by Dr. Johnson and all the ladies 

of the team.  

     Should you ever drive along Wythe Creek 

Road which leads into Poquoson, after you pass 

the gate entrance, you’ll see the huge gantry 

which has stood the test of time. It is the same 

gantry that was used to teach astronauts how to 

go into space and get back home again. It is still 

used today for aeronautical research.  

     Huge, 

round white 

structures 

visible 

through the 

fences are 

the many 

wind tunnels 

that date back just as many decades. These are 

the tunnels that were used to determine the flight    

characteristics of every military jet and many 

civilian planes over the last 100 years.  My 

grandfather worked in the tunnels and shared 

many stories about testing planes, right up 

through the F-15 Eagles. Work on the Space 

Shuttle was also part of their work.  

     It was long after Kennedy’s assassination that 

the push was made to move Mission Control  

This article is partly in response to our article which appeared in last quarter’s            
Communique and it is reprinted from the Starfleet Communique 203 2nd Quarter: 

 

Science   
 

Exploring NASA  

by LTJG David R. Lyons, USS Ronald E McNair1 



 

from Hampton to Texas, where LBJ was from. 

But important work continues in Hampton every 

day.  The NASA base sits right next door to the 

Langley Air Force Base...but if you’re thinking 

about the CIA, that is a different Langley, which 

is located in northern Virginia.  

    If you’ve flown on an airplane lately, you’ve 

noticed the winglets at the tips that typically 

bend upwards.  Runways at airports are grooved 

horizontal-

ly, as are 

many high-

ways, to 

help give 

additional 

traction to 

tires in wet 

conditions.  

Both of these inventions were created at NASA 

Langley and are now the standard worldwide.  

     Yes, once again, I’m giving you some home-

work, www.nasa.gov/langley. Feel free to      

explore the origins of our Space Program, which 

Star Trek played a critical part in inspiring thou-

sands to get into space and engineering!  
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Little CO Guy Coffee Talk 

 

Hello, and welcome back to "Orbital Elements". Once 
again, I hope you enjoy it, and I thank all the         
contributors and producers for making it happen. 
         

In a normal year, at this time, we would be preparing 
for Shore Leave at Hunt Valley to meet up with the 
rest of Region 7 and see the guests and panels and 
what-not. Since this is not a normal year, we will be 

gathering virtually online. 
        

The happy news is that we have an early Commissioning Date of August 29, 
thanks to Shakedown Operations and Ops approving the KJ for Accelerated 

Shakedown.  I'll be putting out more information as the date approaches, and we 
may do it by Zoom if people still don’t feel safe gathering in person. I want to say 
that I am proud and honored by our crew to be able to accomplish such a feat in 

such difficult times. 
        

I want to welcome again two new members since our last newsletter: LCDR Olivia 
Rose Allan, who has been going through Academy courses at slipstream speed; 
and ENS John Price, our new Engineering Chief, who will be working with John 

Lee to get our ship specs in shape. 
        

I have the notes from the last two virtual meetings; please take a look and feel 
free to ask me or John Lee any questions you have. 
        

As I said in the last newsletter, the current world situation may be challenging, but 
I have no doubts that, with the best crew in Fleet, we will all get through this thing 
together. 
         

Just remember to wear a mask, social distance, wash your hands, and carry hand 
sanitizer. 
         

Be kind to each other, and party on. 

 

Little CO Guy, out. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

(I’ve long had the assertion that Wil Wheaton desperately wants to be invited to be on Picard, so here is my take on: ) 

THE READY ROOM, SEASON TWO, EPISODE FIVE OR SIX OR SO 

As envisioned by CMDR John Lee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wil Wheaton:  I am thrilled today to be interviewing the star of Picard and my dearest 

   friend and father figure, Sir Patrick Stewart. 

Patrick Stewart: It’s great to be here Wesl….er, Wil.  Sorry about that! Old habit. 

Wil Wheaton:  No problem!  Is it okay if I call you Patrick? I feel like I’ve known you  

   forever! 

Patrick Stewart: Um...Sir Patrick is fine! 

Wil Wheaton:  Uh, okay.  Well, Sir Patrick,  I wanted to go over a few things that have 

   been going on in Season 2 of Picard. In the last few episodes of Ready 

   Room, I’ve interviewed so many of my old alumni from Star Trek: The 

   Next Generation, I feel sort like it’s been a big reunion. Can you explain 

   the huge influx of so many old stars and  guest stars from the Next Gen 

   series? 

Patrick Stewart: Well, of course!  As you know, we pretty well started Season 2 with  

   everything wrapped up from Season 1, and we had a big clean slate. 

   And we decided to start bringing back some of the old stars that the 

   fans have been clamoring for. 

Wil Wheaton:  Yes!  I just talked to Gates McFadden last week. I thought it was  

   interesting that you brought Beverly Crusher back and re-kindled some 

   of the old flame. I also found it funny that in all the talk on the show  

   about you both being married  previously, you never once brought up 

   Wesley Crusher!? 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Patrick Stewart: Didn’t we? Hmmm. I thought we did.  I’ll have to remind the writers about 

   that. 

Wil Wheaton:  I mean so far, you’ve brought back LeVar Burton, Michael Dorn, Whoopi 

   Goldberg, John DeLancie, Diana Muldaur, and Gates,  which I can sort of 

   understand, but you even brought back Colm Meany and Rosalind Chao! 

Patrick Stewart: Ah yes!  We were especially excited to have Miles and Keiko  O’Brien on 

   the show. 

Wil Wheaton:  Keiko O’Brien? Who the hell in all the fan mail asked to get her back? 

   She annoyed the crap out of everybody!! 

Patrick Stewart: Well, I wouldn’t exactly say everybod… 

Wil Wheaton:  You even brought in Ashley Judd, for Christ’s sake! Ensign Robin Lefler!  

   WESLEY’S GIRLFRIEND!   

Patrick Stewart: You don’t have to raise your voice Wesl…, I mean, Wil. She’s a Captain 

   now!  You see, she stayed in Starfleet, so it seemed appropriate to…. 

Wil Wheaton:  And even SHE didn’t say anything about Wesley?! Not even one little 

   “Oh how is Wesley doing? Where is he now?” 

Patrick Stewart: Well, to be honest, Wesl… I mean Wil, the way you were left on Next Gen 

   didn’t really leave us much room for reviving your character. I mean, 

   what was I going to say to Beverly? Is Wesley still hanging out with “The 

   Traveler” on that Native American Planet? Is he still exploring new astral 

   planes every week? Is he getting tired of wearing buckskins and mocca-

   sins? Does he ever think about all the time and expense Star Fleet went 

   to train him as an officer? 

Wil Wheaton:  I don’t really see how that’s my fault. I had no control over what the writ

   ers... 

Patrick Stewart: I can’t help it if you went from wide-eyed child prodigy to “Star Child” in 

   seven  seasons. For God’s sake, we did everything we could to make you 

   an officer. You were supposed to be so freaking brilliant, and yet it took 

   you, what? Three times to get into the Academy? 

Wil Wheaton:  I didn’t really... 

Patrick Stewart: And then you’re going off into other dimensions or whatever with that 

   weird guy who had the big forehead and couldn’t seem to stay out of 

   warp bubbles? 

Wil Wheaton:  But I came back to Star Fleet! Remember Star Trek Nemesis? I was in 

   uniform at Deanna and Will’s wedding! 

Patrick Stewart: As I recall, you crashed the set and they had to do some considerable 

   editing after they realized you were in all of those scenes. 

Wil Wheaton:  That’s SO not true!  Rick Berman said I could be in it!  I even had some  



 

 

 

 

 

 

    lines, but they left me on the cutting room floor.    

Patrick Stewart: Well, if you say so… 

Wil Wheaton:  Look, I’m going to get right to the point. I’m really getting tired of being 

   on the outside, looking in. I’ve had to interview everybody who worked 

   on Next Gen– even the guest stars. I hear you’re even trying to get    

   Denise Crosby back! Hell, she left the first show and then kept finding 

   ways to come back.  Why won’t you let me in?  I’ll even get my own uni

   form! You won’t have to pay me! 

Patrick Stewart: (grimacing) It’s just not that simple Wesl… 

Wil Wheaton:  My name is Wil, dammit  Wil Goddamn Wheaton! 

Patrick Stewart: Sorry…. I can try to talk to the producers, but look– you never really fit 

   in all that well on Next Gen. I’m just not sure we can write you in that 

   easily. Maybe I can have Beverly mention you briefly during one of our 

   bedroom scenes….. 

Wil Wheaton:  (grabbing Patrick by the lapels) I WANT IN, DAMN YOU!  I WANT IN!  

   ALL I EVER WANTED WAS TO BE ON THIS SHOW! DAMMIT! 

Patrick Stewart: (breaking away and shoving him down) SHUT UP WESLEY! 

Wil Wheaton:  (sobbing and crying in a heap on the floor, and grabbing Sir Patrick’s 

   ankles) I want in….. I want in…. I want in…. 

Floor Director: We’re very sorry about this, Sir Patrick.  It’s been coming on for some 

   time. 

Patrick Stewart: (brushing himself off) Yes, well. Maybe I need to pursue that restraining 

   order after all.  I mean, seriously– he won’t stop emailing and calling 

   me…. 

Wil Wheaton:  (as the paramedics strap him to a gurney) I want in…..I want in….I want 

   in…. 



Mo’s CMO Moments 

By Chief Medical Officer  

Maureen Mehrtens Lee,  MS, BSN, RN 

 
   

Science Meets Common Courtesy For the Win! 
                            

I don’t know about you, but my Mama raised me with manners.  I was taught to say, “Please” 

and “Thank you”.  I hold the door open for the person behind me.  I give my seat up on public 

transportation for older folk, pregnant ladies, and distraught looking mothers of toddlers. I use 

signal lights when I change lanes (do you know ALL cars come with those?) and let people 

merge when two lanes of traffic flow into one.  I try not to judge, because I haven’t walked in 

their shoes, and I pay it forward when I can.  Not for me, but because it’s the right thing to do. 

We should be as concerned for other people as we are about ourselves.  Do we truly believe  

the needs of the many outweigh the need of the few, or the one?  We are to be about the   

business of others!  And I pray that we, like the ghost of Marley from Dickens’ “A Christmas    

Carol”, don’t realize too late that “Mankind was my business. The common welfare 

was my business; charity, mercy, forbearance, and benevolence, were, all, my business.” 

On July 6, 2020, the American Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, and 

the American Nurses Association jointly issued an open letter urging the public to wear a mask 

to stop the spread of COVID-19.  I’ve included it here in its entirety: 

An open letter to the American public, 

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have urged the American people to     

protect themselves, their neighbors and their loved ones amidst the worst global health crisis 

in generations. After months of physical distancing and staying at home, infections and deaths 

began to decline.  

But in the weeks since states began reopening, some of the steps that were critical to the   

progress we made were too quickly abandoned. And we are now watching in real-time as a 

dramatic uptick in COVID-19 cases is erasing our hard-won gains. Hospitals in some states are 

at or nearing their ICU capacity. Shortages of personal protective equipment and testing     

supplies continue to pose a dire threat to health care workers and patients alike. And last 

week, Dr. Anthony Fauci told Congress that the U.S could see 100,000 new coronavirus cases 

each day if we do not take more precautions.  

This is why as physicians, nurses, hospital and health system leaders, researchers and public 

health experts, we are urging the American public to take the simple steps we know will help 

stop the spread of the virus: wearing a face mask, maintaining physical distancing, and wash-

ing hands. We are not powerless in this public health crisis, and we can defeat it in the same 

way we defeated previous threats to public health—by allowing science and evidence to shape 

our decisions and inform our actions. 



Mo’s CMO Moments, cont’d 

 

The toll of this pandemic is already staggering, and it will take many more months, perhaps 

years, to truly understand its impact on our country and our way of life. But what is certain – 

and what the science and evidence are telling us – is that COVID-19 is not behind us and we 

must resist confusing re-opening with returning to normalcy. Doing so will escalate this crisis 

and result in more suffering and death.   

To those of you who are doing your part in helping turn the tide of this pandemic – thank you. 

Your actions are critical to stopping the spread of COVID-19. Moving forward, we must all    

remain vigilant and continue taking steps to mitigate the spread of the virus to protect each 

other and our loved ones. There is only one way we will get through this – together.  

Your continued partners in health,  

American Hospital Association 

American Medical Association 

American Nurses Association 

So, there it is.  Science behind a request to protect each other and your loved ones.  This is 

not about “It’s my body, it’s my choice”.  This is not about removing anybody’s personal 

amendment rights.  This is a request, backed by science, to show common courtesy to others 

around you.  To show others you love them and care for them enough to mask up in public 

and when you visit. The common welfare IS everyone’s business.  We ARE all in this together. 

If Dr. McCoy was here, I’m sure he would have figured this all out already, but until we do, be 

kind to each other.  And please, wear the DAMN mask!  Thank you! 

 

 

 

 



Musings from the Maggieverse  

by MCPO Maggie Pragnell Restivo 

     

“The One Where The Bar Scene From 'Romancing the Stone'  

Met 'The Avengers', Plus One.” 

 

 

[Dialogue taken verbatim from “the bar scene” in the film, “Romancing the Stone”, until 
indicated by an “ * “. After that, it's part movie, part me.  You can figure out which. <g>] 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two women are sitting at a bar, somewhere in New York City. The younger one, Joan,                             

is a romance novelist (and a Romantic at heart), meeting her publisher for dinner and  

drinks. Joan is lonely, and wishes she had someone to love—or at least, date. Her  

publisher, Gloria, is older than Joan, and far more savvy. Gloria looks around the bar  

at the men already seated there,  and begins sizing them up. 

 

 



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

          

            “Loser” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            “Loser.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          “MAJOR LOSER.”  

 



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Too angry.” 

“Too vague.” 

“Too desperate.” 



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

 

 
“Gawd—TOO HAPPY!”  

“Oh, look at THIS guy, 'Mr. MONDO DISMO'....”  

“ I actually used to DATE him. TOTAL SLEAZE-BUCKET.”  



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

 

 



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

 

 

“Wait a minute....wait a MINUTE!   HOLD EVERYTHING!  

Get a LOAD of THIS CHARACTER!  

Now, what about HIM??” * 

“I know he's a Prince of Something or other. 

He was rumored to be dating your fellow 

romance novelist, Marguerite Perrine. Her 

newest fantasy romance, “The Trickster and 

The Pixie”, was due to come out on Tuesday, 

but, well....with her disappearing so 

mysteriously and all....Joan, maybe he's 

come here to drown his sorrows! Now's your 

chance!! COMFORT HIM, OR SOMETHING!!” 



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

 

 



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

 

 

“I don't know, Gloria. It all seems suspicious to me. How do we know that he's  

not involved in Marguerite's disappearance? I mean, weren't there rumors a while  

ago, that he tried to invade and destroy New York? “ 

“Pfft! FAKE NEWS. I mean, LOOK AT HIM, Joan!  

How much trouble could this...oh, yes, that's who he is....this  

PRINCE LOKI OF ASGARD...be, anyway?? I say, GO FOR IT! If the  

situation was reversed, do you think your Marguerite would hesitate?  

Not for a minute!!! Go GET him!!”  

“Joan, I know you considered Marguerite a friend, but really  ...gorgeous men like 

him are hard to come by nowadays! If you became a Princess, you could quit your 

day job! Heck, you could hire ME as the PALACE GOSSIP COLUMNIST!!” 



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

 

 

Joan and Gloria left the bar shortly after that, with Joan still undecided as to   
whether to pursue the handsome “Prince.” She was wondering whether to write 
about royalty rather than her customary western badass, when she arrived home 

one night to find her apartment in disarray and an intruder lurking there.  

“What do you mean, Joan? Who's there? A Burglar??” 

“NO!!! Your...your 'character', of the other night. HE'S HERE!!!!” 

“My...'character'?? Oh, good heavens. Joan, you don't mean—HIM???”   

“Gloria! You've got to come RIGHT AWAY!!! He's HERE!!! In MY APARTMENT!”  



Maggie’s Musings cont’d 

 

 

““YES, Gloria. I am looking RIGHT AT HIM.  

YOUR ‘PRINCE LOKI OF ASGARD' is in MY apartment!!!!!” 

“Hello, Joan Wilder. To quote a mutual friend, 'I read your  books.  I read ALL 
your books', and, well.... I need your help.  Rather desperately, actually.”  

 

 

 

~~~~~~  The End?  ~~~~~~ 



 

 

Fanfic Vol. 1:  The Story Begins 
"... Because it was no longer Starfleet!" 

By VADM Thomas Restivo 

And as the common 

area room on the Star-

base became more 

quiet, with the crowd 

gathered to watch the 

interview on FNN, the 

esteemed Admiral 

ranted in a catharsis of 

anger and bitterness, 

railing how Starfleet 

and the Federation 

had abandoned their ideals and, with it, the Romulans out of fear and hate. And as he 

rose and abruptly ended the interview on screen, various pockets in the room picked 

up the conversation in multiple mini-debates, sometimes quite loud and ad hominem, 

either defending or denouncing the Admiral and his outburst. 

For me, that day, it was something CMDR John Lee said to me, as a bunch of us 

were in back and drinking together in the lounge elsewhere. 

"Tom, you've been in Fleet for a long time. Why don't you get a command and a ship 

of your own?" 

And suddenly, it was an epiphany. I looked around to Comm Chief John and his wife 

Mo in Medical, our Counselor Kendaari Elraan with her Ewoks, and Dr. Naomi Ohara, 

and I've realized that, even since Martian Judgement Day, some fourteen years ago, 

I've been the Nav Officer aboard the Richthofen, and it's time for something new. 

We'd been waiting on station for assignments after the Richthofen was decommis-

sioned, and I realized that, at the table, was a good core group for a crew. Certainly 

not as large as a Galaxy class ship or a Nova class ship, but enough to make a       

difference in these crazy times. 

So, afterwards, the five of us went back to my crash quarters on the station, and John 

and I started to call favors in. 

We eventually got to ADM Alex Rosenzweig, head of the Directorate of Technical 

Services, who’s been in Fleet longer than even me, knows everything about every-

thing in Fleet, and is the one person to ask about command assignments. 

"Greetings!" His usual cheerful demeanor popped up on screen. 

"Alex! Little Guy here. Do you have any Gagarin-class vessels, like the USS Christa 

McAuliffe, available for command?" 



 

 

"... Because it was no longer Starfleet!" cont’d 

 

"Ah," he replied, perplexed. " You see, the Gagarin-class ships have been phased out 

for Nova class...." 

"What do you have for science vessels, then?" 

"Let me see." With a few clicks, he sent the list of available ships to me and John to 

peruse. Suddenly, a name of an Oberth-Class vessel caught John's eye. 

"USS Katherine Johnson. She was an American mathematician whose calculations of 

orbital mechanics as a NASA employee were critical to the success of the first and 

subsequent U.S. manned spaceflights. You know, during her 35-year career at NASA 

and its predecessor, she earned a reputation for mastering complex manual           

calculations and helped pioneer the use of computers to perform the tasks. It was her 

calculations that put John Glenn into orbit, to the point of him calling NASA to        

recheck her figures. She helped get astronauts to the moon and back when the math 

to get capsules in orbit didn't exist." 

"And," concluded John, "it was at a 

time in American history where 

she received   extreme social prej-

udice in America because of the   

color of her skin." 

I nodded in approval. "Okay, we're 

sold. Alex, can you get us the 

Katherine Johnson?" 

"Ah, Captain D'Sora's ship. Jenna's 

retiring and going back home to Sherman's   Planet to spend time with her grandkids. 

Okay, I'll send you the paperwork, and you go through Ops. It's been around for forty 

years, but it's been upgraded and refitted many times. It's a good ship.." 

"She tore up plenty, but she'll fly true....", I replied. 

"....and you treat her like a lady, and she'll always bring you home," concluded John. 

"Well, that's settled. Congratulations, Little Guy, and good luck. Rosenzweig out." 

After the screen went blank, John and I looked at each other for a moment, then to 

Naomi, Mo, and Kendaari, then we all said to each other: 

"We got a ship.” 

 



 

  
 

 

Fanfic Vol. 2:  The Katherine Johnson Sails 
By CMDR John Lee 

      

The Shuttle Mary Jackson knifed through the sky above San Francisco on its way to 

the Fleet Yard in orbit above the massive city. The sky went from light blue to a dark 

sapphire to black in a few short minutes. Chief Engineer John Price acted as the de 

facto shuttle pilot. Gravity compensators kept them from experiencing any g-forces 

or subsequent weightlessness. 

For Vice Admiral Tom “Little Guy” Restivo, sitting in the right cockpit seat, it was a 

homecoming or sorts. It had been twenty years since his Fleet-level duties with the 

Executive Committee and Academy leadership, transferring subsequently to assign-

ments off-world on other ships, before ending up on the Richthofen. As the shuttle 

made its way past Fleet HQ and the Academy, he couldn't stop looking out the     

window and regaling the captive audience with memories of days long ago. 

After one particular yarn about the recent Richthofen Captain crashing her shuttle 

craft into his office while she was a cadet at the Academy, he turned to the crew of 

ten, sitting in rows behind him, and noticed they were either not paying attention,   

being polite with a look of ennui, or otherwise engaged. 

"Little Guy," said the Counselor, "you're babbling again." 

"Sorry, Counselor. It's just that, I haven't been this excited since.... forever. And I re-

member all those stories and times and people and --" He paused. "Babbling again." 

"Anyhoo," the Little Admiral Guy replied, changing the subject quickly, as he          

addressed the crew, "you may be wondering why I asked you all here. Thanks for 

agreeing to come aboard this way. We would normally beam you all in, but the ship 

has just finished being refitted and there’s no one on it. And one of our shuttles  

needed to be returned. So, I thought you’d all like to see the exterior of the ship, and 

maybe get a little tour in of the Construction Yard.” 

The Fleet Yard soon came into view and Ensign Price, with permission of Dockyard 

Control, took them through the maze of 

starships parked in their own construc-

tion berths, which looked like fine rec-

tangular spiderwebs surrounding each 

one of them. There were a couple of 

new ships being built, looking very 

sleek and exotic. But one stood out like 

a shining ruby in the direct sunlight.  

“Is that the- it’s the Richthofen!” Mo 

Mehrtens, Chief Medical Officer blurted 

out, "They... they did decommission it." 

Admiral Restivo nodded. “No one’s sure what’s going to happen to her right now. 

Most of her crew went over the Banneker.” 

Commander John Lee, the Executive Officer, smiled sadly. “She was a good ship in  



 

 her day. I was proud to serve on her.  But honestly…. I’m not going to miss that red 

paint scheme!  Too hard to keep touched up.” 

Soon they came upon a smaller berth. Ensign Price slowed the shuttle and they  

started a rectangular orbit around the ship inside. The sound of an orchestra with 

swirling violins and harps swelled up inside the cabin. “What is that music?” Restivo 

asked. "That's not Peter Gunn." 

Price peered at a comm panel. “It says it’s part of the soundtrack from ‘Star Trek: 

The Motion Picture.’ An old, old movie, I suppose. It just started playing as soon as 

we started circling the ship. Must be pre-programmed, somehow.”  

Dr. Naomi Ohara, Communications Officer and Paranormal Sciences expert, 

frowned. “I don’t think I’ve ever seen it, but I’m starting to get a sense of déjà vu 

somehow.  Something about that…music. I feel like I’ve heard it before.” 

As the theme played on, they looked at the ship that was to be their new home. It 

wasn’t big and it didn’t take long to cover the 200-meter distance around her. In the 

glow of the running lights they could see “NCC-53848” painted on the lower boat-

shaped hull (known irreverently by 

another name in reference to its 

shape) and as they came over the 

top, they could see “USS Kathe-

rine Johnson” painted on the pri-

mary hull near the bridge. 

Ensign Price raised an eyebrow. 

“Well, that’s an Oberth, all right. 

She looks okay. No phaser burns 

or battle damage.” 

Admiral Restivo smiled. “I think she’s a beautiful old lady. Just like the woman she’s 

named after.   Reminds me of my first assignment, the USS Christa McAuliffe. Small-

er, Gagarin-class. And the-- well, the KJ may not be huge like a Galaxy-class, or bris-

tling with weapons like the Richthofen, or even all that fast- but she’s all ours.”  He 

turned to Ensign Price. “You’re not impressed?” 

Price shrugged. “Well you know, these ships can operate with a skeleton crew of five. 

They hardly ever have over three or four engineers on board. I’m not expecting much 

of a challenge.” 

Admiral Restivo replied quietly, “The challenge will be to make her stand out in the 

7th Fleet. And to make us worthy of her great name.” 

The shuttle slipped in between the warp nacelles and the shuttle bay doors opened 

obediently. Inside, they could see three other identical shuttles parked neatly. There 

was a thump as the craft came to rest, and a hiss as the doors closed. 

Everyone got out of the shuttle and stretched. They looked around the bay. It was 

neat and clean and there was the faint smell of new paint. “Everyone check out your 

duty stations and your own quarters. Your belongings should have been placed  

 



 

  
aboard already. Bridge crew man your stations in two hours. We’re scheduled to 

leave Space Dock then,” Commander Lee said loudly. “Contact me immediately if        

you have any issues.” A sharp bark was heard, as Sissy the Wonder Beagle came 

bounding down, following her master down the corridor, pausing to sniff every now 

and then. 

Dr. Ohara and CMO Mehrtens looked at each other and smiled. “We almost forgot 

the security cats!” They opened the cat carriers and all eight of them scurried off 

happily to explore. They were used to living in ships. 

Cmdr Lee scowled. “Damn cats! They better not be scratching up the paint and 

pooping where they’re not supposed to. And those new self-cleaning litter boxes bet-

ter work!” He was notorious for not being a ‘cat person.’  

“And can we keep them out of the Jeffries tubes?”, notic-

ing one of the felines already dashing up into one of them. 

Restivo and Lee noticed Ensign Price attaching an anti-

gravity dolly to a large crate he was man-handling out of 

the shuttle. Sissy gave a muffled rowlf. Restivo raised an 

eyebrow. “What is that thing?” 

Price looked a little guilty. “Well, I noticed in the specs that we have two shuttle bays- 

one forward and one aft. I think maybe this ship was configured for some kind of dip-

lomatic mission and took on a lot of shuttles. And we don’t have a holodeck on board, 

so…” His voice trailed off. 

Admiral Restivo eyed the crate. “That’s a holodeck kit?  You stole a holodeck kit?” 

“No, I didn’t steal it.”  He looked at both of the Senior officers. “I scrounged it. Cost 

me a very rare case of Saurian brandy.  I thought maybe we could install it in the   

forward shuttle bay.” 

Admiral Restivo looked around the dolly, peering at the marking. "You do realize,   

Ensign, you could have gotten the same kit for three cases of Sam Adams?" 

Commander Lee scratched his beard thoughtfully. “Well, hopefully no one will come 

after us for it. There’s been too much other stuff going on to worry about lately. Just 

make sure you seal the bay doors so no one gets blown into space when somebody 

pushes the wrong button.” He looked at Admiral Restivo. “Shall we check out the 

bridge?” 

Two hours later, the bridge crew was in place and there was a flurry of activity as 

everything was checked and double-checked. The USS Katherine Johnson slid out of 

her berth and into open space. 

Dr. Ohara checked the Comm panel. “We are clear of Space Dock and have permis-

sion to maneuver. All decks report ready for our Shakedown Cruise.” 

Admiral Restivo looked over at the Helm station. Engineering Officer Geoffrey Burns 

was manning it. “Helm, take us out. Ahead Warp Factor One.” 



 

 “Heading, Sir?” 

He looked at the View Screen for a moment, and said, almost in a whisper “Out 

there….” He gestured with a wave of his hand. “That-a-way!   

Suddenly the sound of an orchestra swelled up again. Dr. Ohara looked back at him 

from her Comm station, frowning. “Well, now I really AM getting a feeling of déjà vu- 

like from a bad movie I can’t quite remember.” 

Commander Lee looked around the bridge. “Is it just me, or did anyone else notice 

that all the seats are pink?” 

Admiral Restivo sighed, "Sorry, I just 

can't...." He pressed a few buttons on his 

armrest, and the music ceased. He excused 

himself, "John, you have the Conn. Keep 

her here until I get back. I won't be long." 

The bridge crew gave perplexed looks to 

each other as he disappeared into the     

turbolift. The XO raised an eyebrow,  but 

nodded. “Hold position. Thrusters at station-

keeping,” he said obediently. 

A few minutes later, Admiral Restivo, the new Captain of the USS Katherine Johnson,   

reappeared, wearing a Hawaiian Tiki Shirt, a brown fedora, and sunglasses. He in-

serted a disk into a slot in his armrest, and pressed a button. The bridge was filled 

with a new joyous sound: 

♫ They'll call it a mystery 

But we're gonna call it vic-to-ry 

We'll be writing history 

It's gon' be vic-tor-y  

They'll be signs on top of signs 

Just so you know the his-to-ry 

It's saying victory is with me….  ♫ 

John looked over at the disk cover. “Ahh!  From the movie ‘Hidden Figures.’  I think 

Katherine Johnson would approve!” 

"Okay, Geoff, hit it." 

The USS Katherine Johnson smoothly accelerated and in a flash of blue light         

disappeared into space. 
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